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1

We demonstrate a robust graphene-molecule-graphene2

transistor architecture. We observe remarkably repro-3

ducible single electron charging, which we attribute to4

insensitivity of the molecular junction to the atomic con-5

figuration of the graphene electrodes. The stability of the6

graphene electrodes allow for high-bias transport spec-7

troscopy and the observation of multiple redox states at8

room-temperature.9

10

Single molecules have long been heralded as the ultimate form11

of electronic device scaling.1,2 Harnessing the intrinsic function-12

ality of individual molecules enables the bottom-up fabrication13

of atomically identical electronic building blocks.3–6 Contacting14

single molecules is a serious difficulty in single molecule elec-15

tronics, because it requires scaleable and robust atomic-size elec-16

trodes that are energetically aligned with the molecular orbitals.7
17

A variety of fabrication approaches have been developed, includ-18

ing mechanical8 and electromigrated9 break-junctions and scan-19

ning probe techniques.10 Single-molecule rectifiers,3 transistors4
20

and switches5 have been experimentally demonstrated, and the21

read-out and manipulation of a single-molecule nuclear spin has22

been achieved.6 Despite these successful approaches the robust-23

ness and reproducibility of single-molecule contacts has remained24

an issue.11 Due to variability in their contacts, break-junction and25

scanning-probe approaches often rely on the repeated formation26

of thousands of metal-molecule junctions to infer information on27

the electronic properties of a single molecule.12
28

Carbon-based electrodes are appealing for contacting individ-29
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Fig. 1 (a) Chemical structure of the molecular wire with a zinc-porphyrin
backbone (black), ‘butterfly’ anchor groups (green) and bulky side
groups (red). The functional groups allow for a robust, self aligning
mechanism. (b) Schematic of the single-molecule transistor. A heavily
doped silicon chip with a 300 nm silicon oxide layer is used as a back
gate to modulate charge transport through the device. (c) DFT
simulations of LDOS for HOMO and LUMO iso-surfaces. (d) Typical 4 K
current−voltage (I−V ) trace before (blue) and after (red) depositing
molecules. The observed increase in current after exposing the
nano-gaps to the porphyrin solution is representative for all devices
measured. The inset shows a false -color scanning electron micrograph
of the device. The scale bar is 1 µm.
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ual molecules.13,14 Unlike gold, which is the archetypical elec-30

trode materials for metal-molecule junctions, graphene has a low31

atomic mobility at room temperature, resulting in atomically sta-32

ble electrodes.15 While different metals with a lower atomic mo-33

bility might also provide stable electrodes,16 the workfunction of34

these metals are typically not well matched to the discrete energy35

levels of the molecule as is the case for graphene.17 Furthermore,36

the two-dimensional nature of graphene results in weaker screen-37

ing of a gate electric field compared to bulky three-dimensional38

electrodes, which means the distance between the gate electrode39

can be much larger than the distance between the source and40

drain electrodes whilst still maintaining the capability of gating41

the molecular orbitals. Here we demonstrate a robust graphene-42

molecule-graphene contacting geometry where a stable and re-43

producible single-molecule single-electron transistor (SET) archi-44

tecture is achieved through careful design of the molecular build-45

ing blocks and controlled formation of graphene nano-gaps.46

Modular molecular designs, consisting of a molecular back-47

bone with specific side-groups for anchoring, spacing and self-48

alignment, in combination with graphene electrodes, have been49

proposed to overcome the variability issues that have long limited50

single-molecule electronics.7,18 Orbital gating of small molecules51

anchored to graphene electrodes has been demonstrated,15 but,52

to date, there are no studies of charge transport through com-53

plex modular molecules coupled to graphene electrodes. In this54

work, we study the charge transport through individual molecules55

in a graphene-molecule-graphene junction. The molecular wire,56

shown in Figure 1a, consists of a zinc-porphyrin back-bone (black57

in Figure 1a) with tetrabenzofluorene anchors (green in Figure58

1a). Porphyrin molecules provide a versatile platform for molec-59

ular device functionality,19 and have been widely investigated as60

such.20–22 Anchoring the molecular backbone to the graphene61

electrodes can be achieved either by covalent C-C bonding,23
62

or by π − π-stacking.15 The latter is especially of interest, as it63

leaves the electronic structure of the molecule largely unchanged,64

in contrast to thiol anchors which introduce gap-type states.24
65

Tetrabenzofluorene ‘butterfly’ anchor groups used in this study66

are known to bind strongly to graphite surfaces25 and carbon67

nanotubes,26 and are robust in solvent solution.25 Density func-68

tional theory (DFT) calculations shown in Fig. 1b reveal that69

there is no steric hindrance, and that the molecular wire relaxes70

across the graphene nano-gap in a planar geometry. DFT cal-71

culations further indicate that the wavefunctions of the highest72

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) are delocalised over the por-73

phyrin backbone and anchor groups in contrast to the lowest74

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) which are only localised75

over the porphyrin backbone, as shown in Fig. 1c. Overlap be-76

tween the delocalised electron wavefunctions of the fully conju-77

gated zinc-porphyrin system with the butterfly anchors allows for78

electron transport through the wire. The molecular backbone is79

separated from the butterfly anchor groups by a spacer (blue in80

Figure 1a), which allows the anchor groups to bind to the defect-81

free graphene rather than to the graphene edges. In addition to82

the butterfly limpets, the molecule has two bulky side-groups (red83

in Figure 1a). The side-groups make the molecular wire more84

soluble and prevent the central porphyrin from binding to the85
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Fig. 2 The source-drain current I as a function of source-drain bias Vb
and gate voltage Vg. All devices shown are in the weak-coupling regime
where the current I ∼ pA−nA, meaning that an electron tunnels from
the source electrode to the molecule, and then on to the drain, in a
sequential process. Sequential electron tunnelling leads to diamond
shaped regions where charge transport is Coulomb blocked. Current
scales are shown in the Supplementary Information. All devices were
measured at 20 mK.

graphene electrodes.86

We used lithographically patterned chemical vapour deposited87

(CVD) single-layer graphene,27,28 resulting in devices with88

greater reproducibility than those fabricated from few-layer89

graphene flakes.15 The graphene electrodes are fabricated using90

feedback-controlled electroburning28,29 and are typically sepa-91

rated by 1-2 nm. The chemical potential of the molecular wire92

is electrostatically tuned using the conducting silicon substrate as93

a back-gate (see Figure 1b), which is separated from the molecule94

and graphene electrodes by a 300 nm thick silicon-oxide layer, re-95

sulting in a SET device geometry. The graphene electrodes are96

stable in air for at least several days. Molecules are deposited97

from a chloroform solution, after which the samples are immedi-98

ately transferred into vacuum to prevent contamination. Figure99

1d shows typical current-voltage traces before (blue) and after100

(red) deposition of the molecule measured at 4 K. Before deposi-101

tion of the molecule the current shows smooth exponential behav-102

ior indicative of tunneling through a single barrier. After deposi-103

tion the presence of a molecule results in stepwise increases of the104

current as expected for sequential tunneling through a double-105

barrier system. A scanning electron micrograph image of the de-106

vice is shown in the inset of Fig. 1d.107

First, we demonstrate reproducible single-electron transport108

through individual molecules. We show that the single electron109

charging is determined by the molecule rather than the micro-110

scopic details of the electrodes. Reproducible SET behaviour is111
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Table 1 Statistics of 68 devices. For devices in the column ‘no CB’ we
did not observe any Coulomb peaks at low bias (10 mV), indicating that
in these device either no quantum dot is formed, or a quantum dot is
formed with an addition energy that exceeds our gate range (Eadd > 0.8
eV for a gate-coupling α = 0.01).

Eadd < 0.1 Eadd ∼ 0.4 no CB

‘Butterfly’ anchors 2 10 36
No anchors 0 0 20

measured in 10 out of 48 devices at 20 mK on which we de-112

posited the molecular wire described above, as shown in Fig. 2.113

We find that for all devices Eadd = 0.37±0.05 eV for the Coulomb114

diamond closest to equilibrium (zero gate voltage). The device115

statistics presented in Table 1 indicate that the measured SET be-116

haviour of the devices shown in Fig. 2 arises from charge trans-117

port through approximately identical single-molecule transistors.118

In a control experiment using same molecular backbone but with-119

out the butterfly limpets (see Fig. SI2), no Coulomb diamonds120

were observed. From the reproducibility and from the control ex-121

periment we deduce: (i) molecules attach to the electrodes only122

when they are functionalised with anchor groups; (ii) the SET be-123

haviour can be attributed to a molecule bridging the gap; (iii) the124

SET behaviour cannot be attributed to multiple molecules or to125

random carbon islands.126

A residual degree of variability is still present in the molecu-127

lar devices. The horizontal axes in Fig. 2 are scaled by an effec-128

tive lever arm α which is a measure of the capacitive coupling129

between the gate and the molecule, and differs from device to130

device, with α = 0.006− 0.04 estimated from the slopes of the131

Coulomb diamonds. The gate coupling observed in our devices132

with a 300 nm thick oxide are comparable to those reported for133

metal junctions on an oxide with a thickness of 40 nm.30 The134

small values of α indicate that the total capacitance is dominated135

by the source and drain electrodes, and is consistent with electro-136

static calculations (SI.II.C). The variation in α can be attributed to137

differences in screening of the gate-field by the source and drain138

electrodes. The gate voltage to align the electrochemical potential139

of the electrodes with the Dirac point is greater than 40 V, thus140

giving an upper limit to the shift in the electrochemical potential141

of the electrodes as less than half the change in the potential of142

the molecule deduced from the slope of the Coulomb diamonds143

(SI.II.D). Trap states in the form of defects in the gate-oxide that144

can capture an electron and adsorbants on the graphene elec-145

trodes give rise to shifted and non-closing Coulomb diamonds146

(SI.II.E). Finally, we observe a significant variation in the current147

through the single-molecule devices (SI9 and SI10), which can148

be attributed to differences in overlap between the anchor-groups149

and the graphene electrodes.150

By looking more accurately at the transport spectroscopy of de-151

vice 8, we can obtain the level spacing of the molecular orbitals152

and electron–electron interactions in the molecule. The stability153

of our molecular system (Fig. 3a) allows us to measure the en-154

ergy spacing Eadd(N) between the ground state (GS) transitions155

from redox state N to redox state N + 1 of the molecule, from156

the height of the Coulomb diamonds. In the constant interaction157

model the addition energy consists of two parts31: (i) the charg-158

ing energy EC, due to the Coulomb interactions among electrons159

in the molecule and between electrons in the molecule and those160

in the environment; and (ii) the gap ∆HL between the HOMO161

and LUMO energy-levels. We can estimate the contribution of162

∆HL and EC to the addition energy by comparing Eadd(N) for suc-163

cessive redox states and considering the spin-degeneracy of the164

molecular orbitals. We find that ∆HL = 0.05 eV for the N− 2 re-165

dox state and ∆HL = 0.06 eV for the N redox state. Several redox166

states have been observed in previous work on OPV molecules167

in gold nano-gaps.4 The interpretation of the different contribu-168

tions to Eadd can be further substantiated by comparing ∆HLwith169

the single-particle energy level spacing which can be determined170

from the excited state spectrum for each redox state (see Fig. 3c).171

The stability of graphene allows us to extend measurements to172

bias-voltages beyond the limit set by electromigration for gold173

electrodes.4 We find that the first excited state of the N − 2 re-174

dox state aligns closely with the ground state of the N − 1 and175

N redox states. Likewise, the second excited state of N − 2 re-176

dox state aligns with the first excited state of N − 1 and N and177

the ground state of the N +1 and N +2 redox states. The single-178

electron energy spectrum seems to be largely independent of the179

number of electrons, with intervals dominated by the HOMO–180

LUMO energy separation. Renormalisation corrections of ∼ 3−4181

eV have been observed experimentally and predicted theoretically182

for molecules in nano-gaps32 and for molecules on graphite sur-183

faces33. For unscreened gas phase molecules our calculations184

yield an addition energy for one electron Eadd = 3.84 eV. From185

a simple screening potential (see SI.III) we estimate the reduc-186

tion of the addition energy to be of the order of 3 eV, which is in187

reasonable agreement with our experimental findings.188

Finally, we discuss the room temperature operation of the189

graphene-molecule-graphene transistors. Fig. 4 shows the sta-190

bility diagram of device 2 measured at room temperature. Two191

Coulomb diamonds can be fully resolved, allowing us to probe192

the charge state transitions between three successive redox states.193

Using the same methodology as describe above we can estimate194

the charging energy EC = 0.28± 0.05 eV and HOMO–LUMO gap195

∆HL = 0.09±0.05 eV by comparing Eadd of the N and N +1 redox196

states measured at room temperature.197

In conclusion, we have demonstrated room-temperature198

charge- and energy-quantization in a reproducible graphene-199

molecule-graphene device geometry. The modular design of the200

molecular wire makes this approach applicable to a wide variety201

of molecular backbones. Specifically, the π −π anchoring of the202

molecule to the highly stable graphene nano-electrodes allows203

high-bias energy spectroscopy of the excited states and removes204

the need for statistical analysis of ensemble measurements. Our205

findings offer a route to a vast number of quantum transport ex-206

periments that are well established for semiconductor quantum207

dots, but at an energy-scale larger than kT at room temperature.208

An approach that combines single molecules with novel209

two-dimensional materials and semiconductor fabrication tech-210

nologies forms an attractive platform with which to realise211

scalable room-temperature single-electron transistor networks.212

Such an architecture could consist of individual molecules213
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Fig. 3 (a) Differential conductance dI/dVg (on a logarithmic scale) as a function of Vb and Vg. The excited state spectrum is measured from the
source/drain conductance. Excited state transitions result in lines in the differential conductance diagram running parallel to the edges of the Coulomb
diamonds. The bias voltage where an excited state line intersects the Coulomb blockade region (indicated by the green dots in a) is a direct measure
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Eadd(N +1). (c) Single-particle energy spectrum as a function of redox state N. Using the values for ∆HL and the excited state spectra for each redox
state an orbital-filling diagram is constructed. Starting from the N−2 redox state, the successive ground state energy level is found by adding ∆HL,
resulting in the orange lines in c. Next the excited state energies EN,i are added to the ground state energy for each redox state, resulting in the green
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Fig. 4 Current stability diagram as a function of Vb and Vg measured at
room temperature. We attribute the shift in the Coulomb diamonds with
respect to the 20 mK data is due to thermal activation of offset charges
in the oxide.

coupled to each other via graphene leads, with nearby graphene214

gate-electrodes to tune the orbital energy levels of the individual215

molecules. The gate-electrodes could be separated from the216

molecules by a two-dimensional insulator, to enable strong217

capacitive coupling between the gate and the molecule and218

allow the single-molecule transistors to exhibit gain. Here we219

have demonstrated the first step towards such an architecture:220

a reproducible single-molecule transistor. Further improvements221

in the graphene nano-gap fabrication need to be made to reduce222

the offset charges and eliminate variability in the gate coupling223

as discussed above, providing a basis for the development of224

single-molecule electronics and also applicable to the fabrication225

of single-molecule based sensors and spin-based quantum226

computation.227
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